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George Washington Hachette UK
In this compelling biography, award-winning author
Harlow Giles Unger reveals the epic story of James
Monroe (1758–1831)—the last of America's Founding
Fathers—who transformed a small, fragile nation
beset by enemies into a powerful empire stretching
“from sea to shining sea.” Like David McCullough's
John Adams and Jon Meacham's American Lion, The
Last Founding Father is both a superb read and
stellar scholarship—action-filled history in the
grand tradition.
The Last Founding Father Random House
“A vivid and convincing account of one of the most significant—but
too often overlooked—figures in our history.”—Jon Meacham,
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of American Lion Overshadowed by
both his brilliant father and the brash and bold Andrew Jackson, John
Quincy Adams has long been dismissed as an aloof intellectual.
Viciously assailed by Jackson and his populist mobs for being both
slippery and effete, Adams nevertheless recovered from defeat in
1828’s presidential election to lead the nation as a lonely
Massachusetts congressman in the fight against slavery. Award-winning
historian William J. Cooper’s “balanced, wellsourced, and accessible
work” (Publishers Weekly) demonstrates that Adams should be
considered our lost Founding Father, his moral and political vision the
final link to the visionaries who created our nation. With his heroic
arguments in the Amistad trial forever memorialized, Adams stood
strong against the expansion of slavery that would send the nation
hurtling into war. This “well-crafted” (William McFeely) biography
reveals Adams to be one of the most battered, but courageous and
inspirational, politicians in American history.
Dr. Benjamin Rush Read Books Ltd
A fascinating and illuminating account of how George
Washington became the dominant force in the creation of the
United States of America, from award-winning author David O.
Stewart “An outstanding biography . . . [George Washington]
has a narrative drive such a life deserves.”—The Wall Street
Journal Washington's rise constitutes one of the greatest self-
reinventions in history. In his mid-twenties, this third son of a
modest Virginia planter had ruined his own military career
thanks to an outrageous ego. But by his mid-forties, that
headstrong, unwise young man had evolved into an
unassailable leader chosen as the commander in chief of the
fledgling Continental Army. By his mid-fifties, he was
unanimously elected the nation's first president. How did
Washington emerge from the wilderness to become the central
founder of the United States of America? In this remarkable
new portrait, award-winning historian David O. Stewart unveils
the political education that made Washington a master
politician—and America's most essential leader. From Virginia's
House of Burgesses, where Washington mastered the craft
and timing of a practicing politician, to his management of local
government as a justice of the Fairfax County Court to his
eventual role in the Second Continental Congress and his
grueling generalship in the American Revolution, Washington
perfected the art of governing and service, earned trust, and
built bridges. The lessons in leadership he absorbed along the
way would be invaluable during the early years of the republic
as he fought to unify the new nation.
The Last Founding Father Liveright Publishing
The story of the scientific education of Thomas
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, and James
Madison reveals that science was an integral part of
their lives and shows how they used it to shape political
issues of the day.
James Madison W. W. Norton & Company
From the New York Times bestselling author, the larger than life
story of America's fifth president, who transformed a small, fragile
nation into a powerful empire In this compelling biography, award-
winning author Harlow Giles Unger reveals the epic story of James
Monroe (1758-1831)-the last of America's Founding Fathers-who
transformed a small, fragile nation beset by enemies into a powerful
empire stretching "from sea to shining sea." Like David
McCullough's John Adams and Jon Meacham's American Lion, The
Last Founding Father is both a superb read and stellar scholarship-
action-filled history in the grand tradition.
James Madison Oxford University Press, USA
Before Washington, before Jefferson, before Franklin or John Adams,
there was Lee--Richard Henry Lee, the First Founding Father Richard
Henry Lee was first to call for independence, first to call for union, and
first to call for a bill of rights to protect Americans against government

tyranny. A towering figure in America's Revolutionary War, Lee was as
much the "father of our country" as George Washington, for it was Lee who
secured the political and diplomatic victories that ensured Washington's
military victories. Lee was critical in holding Congress together at a time
when many members sought to surrender or flee the approach of British
troops. Risking death on the gallows for defying British rule, Lee charged
into battle himself to prevent British landings along the Virginia
coast--despite losing most of his left hand in an explosion. A stirring, action-
packed biography, First Founding Father will startle most Americans with
the revelation that many historians have ignored for more than two
centuries: Richard Henry Lee, not Thomas Jefferson, was the author of
America's original Declaration of Independence.

The Federalist Papers University of Missouri Press
A rich and illuminating biography of America’s forgotten
Founding Father, the patriot physician and major general who
fomented rebellion and died heroically at the battle of Bunker
Hill on the brink of revolution Little has been known of one of
the most important figures in early American history, Dr. Joseph
Warren, an architect of the colonial rebellion, and a man who
might have led the country as Washington or Jefferson did had
he not been martyred at Bunker Hill in 1775. Warren was
involved in almost every major insurrectionary act in the Boston
area for a decade, from the Stamp Act protests to the Boston
Massacre to the Boston Tea Party, and his incendiary writings
included the famous Suffolk Resolves, which helped unite the
colonies against Britain and inspired the Declaration of
Independence. Yet after his death, his life and legend faded,
leaving his contemporaries to rise to fame in his place and
obscuring his essential role in bringing America to
independence. Christian Di Spigna’s definitive new biography
of Warren is a loving work of historical excavation, the product
of two decades of research and scores of newly unearthed
primary-source documents that have given us this forgotten
Founding Father anew. Following Warren from his farming
childhood and years at Harvard through his professional success
and political radicalization to his role in sparking the rebellion,
Di Spigna’s thoughtful, judicious retelling not only restores
Warren to his rightful place in the pantheon of Revolutionary
greats, it deepens our understanding of the nation’s dramatic
beginnings.
The Last of the Fathers Vintage
Examines the period between Madison's retirement from public
office 1817 and his death in 1836, and describes the changes in the
nation during this period
James Madison-A Biography Da Capo Press
He fought for Washington, served with Lincoln, witnessed Bunker Hill,
and sounded the clarion against slavery on the eve of the Civil War. He
negotiated an end to the War of 1812, engineered the annexation of
Florida, and won the Supreme Court decision that freed the African
captives of The Amistad. He served his nation as minister to six countries,
secretary of state, senator, congressman, and president. John Quincy
Adams was all of these things and more. In this masterful biography,
award winning author Harlow Giles Unger reveals Quincy Adams as a
towering figure in the nation's formative years and one of the most
courageous figures in American history, which is why he ranked first in
John F. Kennedy's Pulitzer Prize–winning Profiles in Courage. A
magisterial biography and a sweeping panorama of American history from
the Washington to Lincoln eras, Unger's John Quincy Adams follows one
of America's most important yet least-known figures.

The Three Lives of James Madison Simon and Schuster
From the New York Times–bestselling author of Seward and
Stanton comes the definitive biography of John Jay:
“Wonderful” (Walter Isaacson, New York Times–bestselling
author of Leonardo da Vinci). John Jay is central to the early
history of the American Republic. Drawing on substantial new
material, renowned biographer Walter Stahr has written a full
and highly readable portrait of both the public and private
man—one of the most prominent figures of the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. “The greatest founders—such as
Washington and Jefferson—have kept even the greatest of the
second tier of the nation’s founding generation in the shadows.
But now John Jay, arguably the most important of this second
group, has found an admiring, skilled student in Stahr . . . Since
the last biography of Jay appeared 60 years ago, a mountain of
new knowledge about the early nation has piled up, and Stahr
uses it all with confidence and critical detachment. Jay had a
remarkable career. He was president of the Continental
Congress, secretary of foreign affairs, a negotiator of the treaty
that won the United States its independence in 1783, one of
three authors of The Federalist Papers, first chief justice of the
Supreme Court and governor of his native New York . . . [Stahr]
places Jay once again in the company of America’s greatest
statesmen, where he unquestionably belongs.” —Publishers
Weekly “Even-handed . . . Riveting on the matter of negotiating
tactics, as practiced by Adams, Jay and Franklin.” —The

Economist “Stahr has not only given us a meticulous study of the
life of John Jay, but one very much in the spirit of the man . . .
Thorough, fair, consistently intelligent, and presented with the
most scrupulous accuracy. Let us hope that this book helps to
retrieve Jay from the relative obscurity to which he has been
unfairly consigned.” —Ron Chernow, author of Alexander
Hamilton
George Mason PublicAffairs
James Madison - The Sage of Montpelier is the biography of James
Madison, an American politician and the fourth President of the
United States (1809-1817). Madison is considered to be one of the
Founding Fathers of the United States and was the last founding
father to die. Considered to be the "Father of the Constitution," he
was the principal author of that document. He believed very strongly
that the new nation should fight against aristocracy and corruption
and was deeply committed to creating mechanisms that would ensure
republicanism in the United States. As Jefferson's Secretary of State
(1801-1809), Madison supervised the Louisiana Purchase. James
Madison - The Sage of Montpelier is highly recommended for those
interested in learning more about James Madison, also known as the
"Father of the Bill of Rights."
Rediscovering the Founding Fathers Penguin
George Mason was a short, bookish man who was a friend and
neighbor of athletic, broad-shouldered George Washington. Unlike
Washington, Mason has been virtually forgotton by history. But this
new biography of forgotten patriot George Mason makes a
convincing case that Mason belongs in the pantheon of honored
Founding Fathers. Trained in the law, Mason was also a farmer,
philosopher, botanist, and musician. He was one of the architects of
the Declaration of Independence, an author of the Bill of Rights, and
one of the strongest proponents of religious liberty in American
history. In fact, both Thomas Jefferson and James Madison may have
been given undue credit for George Mason's own contributions to
American democracy.
Not Your Usual Founding Father Diversion Publishing Corp.
An eminent Franklin scholar introduces us to the gregarious
founding father who would be a welcome guest at any dinner
table This engaging book reveals Benjamin Franklin's human
side--his tastes and habits, his enthusiasms, and his devotion to
democracy and the people of the United States. Three hundred
years after his birth, we may remember Franklin's famous
Autobiography, or his status as framer of the Declaration of
Independence and the peace with Great Britain, or his
experiments in electricity, or perhaps his sage advice on
diligence and thrift. But historian Edmund S. Morgan invites us
to meet the man himself, a sociable, good-natured, and
extraordinary human being with boundless curiosity about the
natural world and a vision of what America could be. Drawing
on lifelong research in the vast Franklin archives, Morgan
assembles both famous and lesser-known writings that offer
insights into this founding father's thinking. The book is
organized around four major themes, each with an introduction.
The first section includes journal excerpts and letters revealing
Franklin's personal tastes and habits. The second is devoted to
Franklin's inexhaustible intellectual energy and his scientific
discoveries. The third and fourth chronicle his devotion to
serving the people who became the United States both before
and after the Revolution and to advancing his democratic vision
of their future. Franklin's humanity and genius have never
seemed more real than in the pages of this appealing anthology.
Founding Brothers Biographiq
In this eye-opening look at our Founding Fathers that is full of fun facts
and lively artwork, it seems that Ben Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and their
cohorts sometimes agreed on NOTHING…except the thing that mattered
most: creating the finest constitution in world history, for the brand-new
United States of America. Tall! Short! A scientist! A dancer! A farmer! A
soldier! The founding fathers had no idea they would ever be called the
"founding Fathers," and furthermore they could not even agree exactly on
what they were founding! Should America declare independence from
Britain? "Yes!" shouted some. "No!" shouted others. "Could you repeat the
question?" shouted the ones who either hadn't been listening or else were
off in France having fun, dancin' the night away. Slave owners,
abolitionists, soldiers, doctors, philosophers, bankers, angry letter-
writers—the men we now call America's Founding Fathers were a motley
bunch of characters who fought a lot and made mistakes and just happened
to invent a whole new kind of nation. And now here they are, together
again, in an exclusive engagement!

First Principles Crown
1 Copy
James Wilson Cambridge University Press
A biography of James Monroe who became the fifth president of the
United States in 1816. Ammon recreates his remarkable career, through his
service in the revolutionary army, the Confederation Congress, to his
exertions in James Madison's cabinet and his subsequent presidency. What
American president would not relish the thought of his time in office
bearing the description "Era of Good Feeling"? That was the title given to
the time when President James Monroe occupied the White House.
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Monroe was a Virginian, like better-known Founding Father Presidents
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison. But his
destiny was not defined solely by his loyalty to his state. He was an
American, assured of a future destined to be grand because he lived in a
nation where possibilities were probable. Monroe grew up in the colony of
Virginia as the son of a moderately prosperous plantation owner, but his
career in service to his nation took him to the battlefields of the
Revolutionary War, diplomacy in Europe, the governorship of Virginia,
Cabinet posts in Washington D.C., and through it all, America's future. By
establishing the Monroe Doctrine, he warned other nations that trespassing
in the Western Hemisphere would be taken as an attack upon the United
States. That he made this proclamation at a time when the United States
was a mere fledgling compared to the predators of Europe demonstrates his
confident audacity in the country he governed. He was a nineteenth-century
believer in the twenty-first American century.

The Religion of the Founding Fathers Da Capo Press
A revealing biography of Dr. Benjamin Rush--fiery signer of the
Declaration of Independence, prominent physician, ardent
politician, zealous social reformer, passionate humanitarian, and
dedicated educator Dr. Benjamin Rush was the Founding Father
of an America that other Founding Fathers forgot or ignored--an
America of women, African-Americans, Jews, Quakers, Roman
Catholics, indentured workers, and the poor. Ninety percent of
the people lived in that other America, but none could vote and
none had rights to life, liberty, or the pursuit of happiness, either
before or after independence from Britain. Alone among the
Founding Fathers who signed the Declaration of Independence,
Benjamin Rush heard their cries and stepped forth as the
nation's first great humanitarian and social reformer. Known
primarily as America's most influential and leading physician,
Rush was also among the first to call for the abolition of slavery,
equal rights for women, free education and health care for the
poor, slum clearance, city-wide sanitation facilities, an end to
child labor, universal public education, humane treatment and
therapy for the insane, prison reform, an end to capital
punishment, and improved medical care for injured troops.
Using archival material found in Edinburgh, London, and Paris,
as well as significant new materials from Rush's descendants
recently made available, Harlow Giles Unger's startling
biography of Benjamin Rush is an important biography of the
Founding Father who never forgot America's forgotten people.
American Dialogue Da Capo Press
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A
landmark work of history explores how a group of greatly gifted but deeply
flawed individuals—Hamilton, Burr, Jefferson, Franklin, Washington,
Adams, and Madison—confronted the overwhelming challenges before
them to set the course for our nation. “A splendid book—humane, learned,
written with flair and radiant with a calm intelligence and wit.” —The New
York Times Book Review The United States was more a fragile hope than
a reality in 1790. During the decade that followed, the Founding Fathers—re-
examined here as Founding Brothers—combined the ideals of the
Declaration of Independence with the content of the Constitution to create
the practical workings of our government. Through an analysis of six
fascinating episodes—Hamilton and Burr’s deadly duel, Washington’s
precedent-setting Farewell Address, Adams’ administration and political
partnership with his wife, the debate about where to place the capital,
Franklin’s attempt to force Congress to confront the issue of slavery and
Madison’s attempts to block him, and Jefferson and Adams’ famous
correspondence—Founding Brothers brings to life the vital issues and
personalities from the most important decade in our nation’s history.
James Monroe Princeton University Press
James Wilson: Founding Father, 1742-1798
The Lost Founding Father: John Quincy Adams and the Transformation of
American Politics Yale University Press
A nation is born. Rediscovering The Founding Fathers recounts the history
of America’s birth through the eyes of the six men most widely recognized
by historians as the fundamental founders: George Washington, John
Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and
Benjamin Franklin. Insightful portraits of this diverse collection tell the
story of each man, including his beginnings, his participation in the
nation’s revolt against Great Britain, and his vital and enduring
contributions to the country he helped to build. Wew also look further at
the others who played important roles, like George Mason, Sam Adams,
and Patrick Henry. Inclued are extended discussions of the critical issues
and founding documents: slavery, the Declaration of Independence, the
U.S. Constitution, and the Supreme Court. Written in accessible prose and
lushly illustrated with impactful photography, this will prove to be an
incvaluable resoucre for history enthusiatsts.
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